
SWITCH STORIES
Using Smart Alerts to Diagnose a 
Failing Air Conditioner
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PROBLEM
A large retail building portfolio with thousands 
of sites across the country is maintained by 
a 3rd party property management firm, using 
remote field technicians. Each field technician 
is responsible for maintaining a group of sites 
within their territory and responding to the 
most critical building issues that are triggered 
by complaints from the building tenants. 

Over the last year, the most common 
complaint that resulted in a site visit (truck 
roll) were calls for hot space temperatures in 
the southern region of the portfolio. As peak 
summer conditions approached, the customer 
wanted to closely monitor sites in those 
regions to proactively identify which sites 
were not performing at peak levels to avoid 
the high-priority work orders from employee 
complaints.

Southern region stores in 
peak summer conditions

Large number of ‘hot’ service 
calls

Reactive, unprepared truck 
rolls



SOLUTION
The customer deployed the Switch Platform at a sample set of buildings in the southern region to 
test how an automated Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) platform can reduce the high priority 
work orders from the summer-induced hot space complaints.

First, we configured logic based Smart Alerts to automatically notify field technicians when the air 
conditioners were not operating at optimal conditions before the space was actually hot. Technicians 
could now use the Smart Alerts Dashboard to identify patterns in building and equipment operation 
and pinpoint the high severity (red alert) conditions that could lead to a hot space temperature and 
upset building occupants.

Sites organized by region for each field technician

High, medium and low severity alerts established to prioritize events

Organized alerts by cost, duration, value
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One site immediately stood out. Lower severity alert conditions (yellow and orange) began triggering 
on a Monday and escalated to high severity alerts (red) by Wednesday. The local field technician 
was automatically notified and investigated the issue in the Switch Platform. For the first time, 
the technician was able to triage a site issue from his office instead of jumping into a truck and 
traveling to the site.

The data led the field technician to the specific piece of equipment that was acting up. The space 
temperatures in the site were experiencing temporary spikes, and it was immediately apparent that 
the air conditioning unit required a repair to fix the issue. The field technician went to the site armed 
with the exact supplies required to service the equipment, and was able to repair the unit before the 
building occupants experienced prolonged hot space temperatures.

Drill down into any site to see which equipment triggered the alerts 

Triage building issues remotely by viewing the underlying condiditons that triggered the alert
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Build custom charts to identify the root cause of the alert

Compare performance before and after the repair to validate the fix
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RESULTS
This customer wanted to transition from a reactive 
maintenance model to a proactive maintenance 
model to create a more comfortable, productive 
environment for their employees and customers. 
The Switch Platform enabled them to:

 Develop custom logic-based alerts to notify  
 them when equipment is not operating at  
 optimum conditions

 Utilize the Smart Alerts dashboard to identify  
 patterns in the data and pinpoint the sites  
 and equipment experiencing issues in              
 real-time

 Triage the issues remotely by viewing the  
 cloud-hosted data and building their own  
 charts to analyze performance

This led to an immediate reduction in unnecessary 
site visits and a drastic decrease in the average 
time required to complete a work order. And most 
importantly, the building occupants enjoyed cool 
buildings throughout the summer.
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